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To who it may concern. To all politicians and anyone with any say in legal matters 

This state of emergency, lingering fear mongering, vaccination passports and mandates need to stop. The 
pandemic is over. Covid will not go away and we need to be focusing on teaching and helping people to 
build their immune system naturally not just for covid but other viruses and disease that also kill.  
Statistics all over the world show most deaths from or with covid occur in the older 70+ age groups and 
those with multiple comorbidities... situations where most of these people could sadly die from RSV, 
HMPV or many other cold or flu viruses. I have also seen first hand multiple times how the covid 
vaccinations does not prevent or seem to even slow infection rates in work places and homes. But neither 
does non vaccination guarantee you will contract covid from others. I have also seen how vaccination status 
alone does not reflect symptoms someone experiences when infected with covid19. 

It is time we return to normal. Rehire those who have lost their jobs due to these mandates, respect people 
choices more and stop bullying, coercion and underhanded tactics segregating friends and families 
unnecessarily.  

This government has lost a large amount of trust and support due to too long of unnecessary fear mongering, 
constantly extending powers unnecessarily and changing rules while breaking empty promises.  

I could go on about my many disagreements with how this situation has been handled and the state of 
emergency but I will suffice it to say it must end now. Stop the constant testing and reporting of cases and 
deaths and treat it like any other virus and disease and only test when a person truly requires it and a 
diagnosis round be truly beneficial.  

Regards. 

Mrs Emily Gordon 
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